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Check Our Recent Interview
Guest: Laurie Higgins  
Topic: Ideologically Grooming Kids

News From Around PA
In Philly SEPTA is giving riders confusing messages. Their website says nothing about mask wearing. Their twitter feed says wearing a mask in order to ride is required, yet operators are being told mask wearing is not required. On one bus, an official without a mask comes on and tells everyone without a mask to get off, even telling one rider with a functioning mask to leave. When another without a mask refuses, he is physically dragged off the bus.

For twelve years Colin Wright has been on the academic tract studying evolutionary biology. After earning his PhD, he took a position at Penn State. Although he identifies as left-leaning, some of his views, such as believing sex is binary, were a liability. He decided last week, after a series of incidents and signals from colleagues and potential employers, that he would never advance in the academic world because he dared deviate from the far left sexuality dogma and rendered his resignation!

The chaos following the breakout of the coronavirus pandemic that tanked financial markets and shut down the U.S. economy is a crisis George Soros will not waste to attack Trump. According to the Washington Free Beacon, he has already given $3 million in contributions” to Priorities USA Action — the Democratic Party’s largest super PAC. The money is used to flood Florida, Michigan, Pennsylvania, and Wisconsin with ads attacking Trump’s handling of the pandemic.

News From National Scene
A three judge panel of the US Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit rejected Ohio’s appeal to clarify elective surgery prohibition on abortion clinics. Ohio’s attorney general had appealed the ruling of federal District Court Judge Michael Barrett, who ruled Ohio could not enforce a temporary ban on elective surgeries in order to curtail the potential spread of the lethal COVID-19 virus, on abortion facilities.

Meanwhile in Texas, the Fifth Circuit Court upheld an order from the governor postponing “all surgeries and procedures that are not immediately medically necessary,” which includes abortion facilities.

Alaska Gov. Mike Dunleavy and the state’s chief medical officer are unwavering in their inclusion of abortion in list of non-emergency procedures prohibited during the COVID 19 pandemic.

New Mexico Supreme Court voted unanimously to reject the Emergency Petition, brought by the NM Secretary of State and county clerks to have the upcoming primary election restricted to mail-in ballots only.
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